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Shape of the two-photon-continuum emission from the 1s2s1S0 state in He-like krypton
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We report a measurement of the spectral distribution of photons from the two-photon decay of the
1s2s 1S0 level in heliumlike krypton. In the experiment, a beam of Kr341 ions was excited using a thin carbon
foil and the two-photon decays were observed as coincidences in an array of x-ray detectors. An important part
of this work was the measurement of the efficiency of the detection system as a function of photon energy. A
Monte Carlo model of the experiment was used to compare the data with theoretical calculations and demon-
strated good agreement with the nonrelativistic calculations forZ536. @S1050-2947~97!05502-9#

PACS number~s!: 32.70.Fw, 31.30.Jv, 31.10.1z, 32.30.Rj
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of two-photon decay was first discus
by Maria Göppert-Mayer during the infancy of quantum m
chanics more than 65 years ago@1,2#. In this process, also
known as double-photon decay, a transition between qu
tum levels occurs via simultaneous emission of two photo
The calculation of the probability for such a transition r
quires summing over all bound and continuum states of
system. The individual photon energies from these dec
form a continuum, but the sum of the energies of the t
coincident photons is equal to the transition energy~within
the natural width!. In addition to the early pedagogic intere
in quantum theory of two-photon decay, this decay mo
was also of considerable importance in applications to as
physics@3,4#. For example, it has been speculated that t
process contributes to the continuum radiation from pl
etary nebulas@4#. The main interest at the present time is
comparisons between theoretical calculations and labora
experiments in few-electron ions. In this connection, it
significant that two-photon decay tests our knowledge of
entire structure of the atom. This is because both ene
levels and wave functions for a complete set of intermed
states must be known, a very rigorous challenge for theo

In this paper, we describe a measurement of the spe
shape of the continuum radiation from the two-photon de
of the 1s2s 1S0 level in He-like krypton~see Fig. 1!. This
study complements our earlier work on the lifetime of th
level in He-like Br@5#, and the measurement by Marruset al.
@6# in He-like Kr. Measurements of the spectral shapes p
vide additional information on the details of the two-phot

*Present address: Dept. of Physics, University of Nevada, R
NV 89557.
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transition probabilities, beyond the lifetime measureme
which only test those probabilities summed over all co
tinuum photon energies.

In Sec. II we briefly review the current status of expe
ment and theory for two-photon decay in atomic and nucl
physics. In Sec. III we describe the experimental appara
for our measurement, and in Sec. IV we discuss the meth
used to determine the efficiencies of the detectors as a f
tion of photon energy which was a crucial requirement
the measurement. A Monte Carlo simulation of our expe
ment is described in Sec. V. This was used to aid in und
standing the apparatus and to compare our results
theory. Finally, in Sec. VI we present our results and co
ment on the outlook for future work.

o, FIG. 1. Low-lying energy levels of He-like Kr showing life
times and decay modes.
994 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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II. BACKGROUND

A. Two-photon decay

Hydrogenlike atoms. Breit and Teller@7# were the first to
estimate the decay rates of the low-lying levels of hydrog
and helium. They confirmed the prediction by Go¨ppert-
Mayer that the H-like 22S1/2 state in hydrogen decayed pr
marily by emission of two electric-dipole (2E1) photons.
Accurate nonrelativistic calculations for the dominant 2E1
decay mode of the 22S1/2 state of one-electron atoms hav
been made by Spitzer and Greenstein@4#, Shapiro and Breit
@8#, Zon and Rapoport@9#, Klarsfeld@10,11#, and Drake@12#.
Au @13# studied the effect of including higher multipoles
the calculation and found that this gives rise to an asymm
about u590° in the angular correlation between the tw
photons of order (aZ)2. Tunget al. @14# studied two-photon
decay between arbitrary states (n,l ,m) of hydrogenic sys-
tems, and Florescu and co-workers@15,16# made a system
atic study ofns→1s andnd→1s two-photon transitions.

Heliumlike atoms.. Dalgarno and co-workers@17,18#
made the first calculation of the two-photon decay rate of
2 1S0 level for helium. Other nonrelativistic calculations fo
He-like atoms have been done by Victor and co-work
@19,20#, Jacobs@21#, and Drake and co-workers@12,22#.

Although the 1s2s 3S1 level decays predominantly b
single-photonM1 emission, it has a small branch to dec
via two photons. This process has been analyzed by Bely
Faucher@23,24# and by Drake and co-workers@22,25#. Bely
and Faucher’s results extend fromZ52 to 31. The branching
ratio for double-photon decay is small throughout this ran
the largest value is 531024 for Z531. The continuum ra-
diation in this case has a markedly different spectral sh
compared to the decay of the 21S0 state or the H-like
2 2S1/2 state. It is zero at the midpoint where the two photo
would share the transition energy equally and peaks n
each endpoint. The angular distribution in the opening an
u has the form 12 1

3cos
2u, which has a maximum a

u590° in contrast to the angular distribution for decay of t
2 1S0 level which has maxima atu50° and 180°. The
2 3P0 level in He-like ions can also decay by emission
two photons. This process involves bothE1 andM1 cou-
plings and it becomes important at highZ. Drake @26# cal-
culated theE1M1 transition probability for decay of the
2 3P0 level atZ592, and found that this state decays 30%
the time via emission of two photons. This transition h
been discussed in connection with measurement of pa
nonconservation in high-Z heliumlike ions@27#. Schmieder
@28# discussed double- and triple-photon decay of the 23P0
level in Be-like ions. To date, none of these exotic dec
modes of triplet He- and Be-like ions has been observed

Lifetime measurementsTwo-photon decay was first ob
served unambiguously by Novick and co-workers@29–31#,
who detected coincident vacuum ultraviolet photons fr
decay of the 22S1/2 level of He

1. Since the initial observa
tions, most of the studies of two-photon decay have aime
measuring the lifetimes of the two-photon-emitting stat
The lifetime of the 22S1/2 level in H-like ions has been mea
sured for a number of ions in the rangeZ51–47 @32–42#,
with results at the level of 1% being reported for Ar171 @35#
and Ni271 @32#. The lifetime of the 21S0 level in He-like
ions has been measured for ions fromZ52 to
n
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41 @5,6,32,33,35,41–45#. The most precise measuremen
have been made in Kr341 @6#, Br331 @5#, and Ni261 @32#,
where uncertainties of about 1% have been reported.

Inner-shell vacancy statesTwo-photon transitions be
tween inner-shell vacancy states in neutral atoms were
studied theoretically by Freund@46#. He found that the
branching ratios were about 1026 of the single-photon tran-
sition probabilities, and suggested that these decays migh
observable. In summing over intermediate states in his
culations, he did not include the occupied bound states of
atom. Following this work, a number of theoretical studie
both nonrelativistic@47–50#, and relativistic@51,52#, have
been reported. Guo@53# proved that the Pauli exclusion prin
ciple does not prohibit summing over all intermediate sta
including occupied bound states. If such occupied states
between the initial and final states~e.g., the 2p state in the
two-photon transition 3d→1s) then there is a large increas
in the differential transition probability~‘‘intermediate-state
resonance’’! when the energies of the photons approach
values of a cascade decay via these levels.

Bannett and Freund were the first to observe two-pho
decay from inner-shell-vacancy states@48,54#. Vacancy pro-
duction was produced by irradiating a thin Mo foil with Ag
rays from a sealed x-ray tube. Identification of the tw
photon-decay mode was achieved by observing coinciden
between a pair of Si~Li ! detectors. They observed bot
2s→1s and 3d→1s decays in molybdenum. The continuu
shape was observed over a restricted energy range nea
midpoint of the distribution. The data for the 3d→1s decay
were consistent with the expected intermediate-state r
nance.

Ilakovac and co-workers@55–57# studied two-photon de-
cay of inner-shell vacancies in xenon, silver, and hafni
atoms. They used radioactive sources to generate the in
shell vacancies, and identified the decays using a pai
high-purity germanium detectors. Two-photon emission
the transitions 2s→1s, 3s→1s, 3d→1s, and 4sd→1s
were observed and compared with the various theoretical
culations. They found general agreement with the expec
continuum shapes and, in particular, the single-photon sp
tra of the 3d→1s transitions in silver and hafnium showe
minima at the midpoints of the distributions, and rose
increasingly asymmetric energy partition between the t
photons. This was a clear confirmation of the predic
intermediate-state resonance effect, and supported Guo’
sertion about the need to include the occupied levels in
sum over the intermediate states. If the occupied states~in
particular, the 2p states! are not included in the sum ove
intermediate states, the calculation of the transition proba
ity exhibits a maximum at the midpoint of the distributio
@57#.

Nuclear gamma decay. Two-photon emission has als
been observed in nuclear transitions in40Ca, 90Zr @58#, and
16O @59# using the Heidelberg-Darmstadt ‘‘crystal ball
which is a 4p array consisting of 162 NaI~T1) g-ray detec-
tors. A surprising result of this research was that, in ea
case, the angular correlation between the twog rays was
asymmetric about 90°. This was interpreted as arising fr
interference between the 2E1 and the 2M1 contributions to
the transitions which were found to be of comparab
strength. The theory of nuclear 2-g decay including treat-
ment of higher multipolarities and angular correlations is d
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cussed in an appendix to Ref.@59#. The nuclear experiment
generally confirmed the expected continuum spectra fr
2-g coincidences, but the interpretation was complicated
a large background of events associated with the internal
conversion~IPC! decay mode@60,61# of the nuclear states
Positron annihilation in flight following IPC produced coin
cidence events which, in certain kinematic regions, were
distinguishable from 2g decays.

B. Shape of the 2g continuum in H-like and He-like ions

Among the remaining experimental issues in the study
two-photon decay is a detailed examination of the shape
the two-photon continuum in simple one- and two-electr
ions. These systems have states which decay predomin
by emission of two photons, so that clean, high-precis
experiments are possible. The theoretical calculations pre
that the spectral distributions should depend on the nuc
charge, but this has not been verified.

The two-photon differential decay probability can be wr
ten ~in atomic units! @62#,

dw2g

dv1
5

v1v2

~2p!3c2
uM2gu2dV1dV2 , ~1!

wherev j is the energy, anddV j is the solid angle for the
j th photon. The transition energyv0 satisfiesv05v11v2.
The second-order matrix elementM2g , after summation
over magnetic quantum numbers, has the form

M2g5«̂1•«̂2(
n

F ^1 1S0iRE1~v2!in&^niRE1~v1!i2 1S0&
En2E21S0

1v1

1
^1 1S0iRE1~v1!in&^niRE1~v2!i2 1S0&

En2E2 1S0
1v2

G . ~2!

Here«̂j is the polarization vector for thej th photon,En is the
energy of the intermediate staten, andRE1(v1) is the op-
erator for electric dipole emission. The summation is o
the complete set of intermediate states including the posit
and negative-energy continua. Apart from a trivial fac
arising from the two-photon phase space, the shape of
two-photon continuum emission is determined by the ma
elements and energy denominators appearing in the sum
tion in Eq. ~2!.

One-electron atoms. Klarsfeld’s nonrelativistic result for
decay of metastable hydrogenic atoms (22S1/2 level! after
averaging over photon polarization is@10,11#,

d3W

dE1dV1dV2
5Z4a6

25

~2p!338
~11cos2u!y~12y!f2~y!,

~3!

where u is the angle between the two photons,Z is the
nuclear charge, andy is the fraction of the transition energ
E05E11E2 carried by one of the photons. The functio
f(y) is given by

f~y!5Q„2~113y!21/2
…1Q„2~423y!21/2

…, ~4!
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Q~j!53j~j22!2112~j21!~32j!21

3F„5,1;42j;~j21!~22j!/6j…, ~5!

andF(a,b;c;z) is the Gauss hypergeometric function. Equ
tion ~3! indicates that, in the nonrelativistic limit, the spectr
shape for double-photon decay of the H-like 22S1/2 state
does not depend onZ. The nonrelativistic decay rate is ob
tained by integrating Eq.~3! over angles and energy. Th
most recent calculation by Drake@12# gives

WNR
22S1/2 2E158.229 38Z6 s21. ~6!

Parpia and Johnson@63,64# and Goldman and Drake
@62,65# have made fully relativistic calculations of the H-lik
decay rate. Johnson@63# presents a tabulation of the fre
quency distributionc(y,Z) ~in terms of the Rydberg fre-
quency Ry! defined by

dWrel
2 2S1/2 2E1

dy
5Z6~9a6/210!c~y,Z! Ry. ~7!

Some of these results are plotted in Fig. 2~b!. Relativistic
corrections give rise to a dependence of the shape onZ.

FIG. 2. Spectral distributions for two-photon decay for vario
values of the nuclear chargeZ. ~a! 2 1S0 level in He-like ions.
These curves are normalized to give an area of 2.~b! Comparison of
spectral distributions in the two-photon decay of the 22S1/2 level in
H-like ions ~dashed curves! and the 21S0 level in He-like ions
~solid curves!. These curves are normalized to the shape of
two-photon continuum for the 22S1/2 level of atomic hydrogen.
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Heliumlike atoms. For heliumlike atoms there have bee
no fully relativistic calculations of the two-photon deca
rate. However, in this case, the shape of the two-photon c
tinuum varies withZ, even in the nonrelativistic limit. This is
because of the effect of the electron-electron correlatio
The Z dependence of the shape is illustrated in Fig. 2~a!
which shows some of Drake’s results@66# for the continuum
shape betweenZ52 and 36. In Fig. 2~b! a comparison of the
shapes of two-photon decays in H- and He-like ions is p
sented.

It is interesting to note the opposite behavior of the sha
of the H- and He-like results as a function ofZ. As can be
seen in Fig. 2~b! the shape for one-electron ions becom
more sharply peaked asZ increases while in the case of tw
electron atoms, the shape is most sharply peaked for he
(Z52). This behavior is related to the difference in the sc
ing of the energy separations within then52 shells of these
atoms. For the He-like case~at low Z) the energy separatio
is dominated by the electron-electron interaction and ha
linear increase as a function ofZ. For H-like ions the
2s-2p energy separations scale asZ4 due to relativistic and
quantum electrodynamic effects. The energy separat
2s-np scale roughly asZ2 in both species. So neglecting th
matrix elements, the relative importance of the 2s-2p cou-
pling increases in He-like ions asZ increases since
DE(n52)/DE(n.2)'1/Z, whereas the 2s-2p coupling
becomes less important for H-like ions asZ increases since
for these ionsDE(n52)/DE(n.2)'Z2. Although the He-
like continuum shape has not been calculated for i
heavier thanZ536, one might expect a reversal in ve
heavy He-like ions giving rise to a sharper peaking at h
Z since relativistic corrections become more important th
electron-electron interactions in these ions.

C. Experimental observations
of two-photon continuum emission

The first observation of the continuum emission from H
like ions was made by Elton, Palumbo, and Griem@67#. They
observed a deuterium-neon plasma using a 2.2-m graz
incidence grating spectrometer. The detector was a ph
graphic plate. A broad peak near 36 Å was present w
neon was added to the plasma. The width and position of
feature agreed with that expected for the two-photon c
tinuum of NeIX ~in second order!. The intensity was compa
rable to that of the background continuum. Strong lines fr
H- and He-like impurities were superposed on the broad
ture.

Rough verification of the shape of the continuum rad
tion from decay of metastable H-like atoms was made
Lipeles, Novick, and Tolk@30# using He1 and by O’Connell
et al. @68# using hydrogen. They used photomultiplier tub
fitted with interference filters to survey the continuum sha
They also measured the opening angle between the pho
demonstrating the (11cos2u) angular correlation.

Marrus and Schmieder@33,69# used the beam-foil tech
nique to study two-photon decay in highly charged io
They observed the continuum radiation from decay of
2 2S1/2 level in H-like argon and the 21S0 level in He-like
argon using a pair of lithium-drifted silicon@Si~Li !# detec-
tors. This method has also been used to observe the
n-
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photon continuum in H-like Ni@41#, Kr @39#, and Nb@42#,
and He-like Ni @41#, Br @5#, Kr @6#, and Ag @42#. These
experiments resulted in measurements of the lifetimes of
two-photon-emitting states, but detailed measurements of
shapes of the continua were not attempted. The continu
radiation from double-photon decay was also observed
connection with studies of resonant transfer and excitatio
He-like Ge@70#, and Kr@71–73#. These experiments pointe
to a technique for selective excitation of the 21S0 level in
He-like ions which could be important in future studies.

The experimental conditions in our Br lifetime measur
ment @5# were not optimum for measuring the shape of t
2g continuum radiation. One reason was that, in that exp
ment, intense low-energy lines were blocked using my
absorbers. This was necessary in order to reduce the acc
tal coincidence rate, but it also restricted the range o
which we could observe the two-photon continuum. In ad
tion, much of the integration time in that experiment w
spent with the foil at large distances from the detectors~i.e.,
many decay lengths! where the two-photon rate was low. S
a dedicated experiment was needed to measure the
tinuum shape. In planning this experiment, an effort w
made to maximize the sensitivity to low-energy x rays, a
the foil position and detector geometry were chosen to o
mize the two-photon-coincidence rate. The goal of this wo
was to measure the shape with sufficient detail to challe
theoretical calculations.

III. EXPERIMENT

The experiment consisted of two separate runs at the
gonne Tandem Linear Accelerator System~ATLAS!. The
experimental method was the same in the two runs but s
improvements were made to the apparatus prior to the
ond run. Since the experimental setup in the first run is d
cussed in published conference proceedings@74#, this paper
will focus on the second run.

After acceleration to 708 MeV, the84Kr ions were
stripped in a 200-mg/cm2 carbon foil, and the 341 charge
state ~about 16% of the total beam! was magnetically se-
lected and directed to our target chamber. The beam pu
were separated by 82.5 ns, and were about 1 ns wide a
target position. In the target chamber~see Fig. 3!, the ions
were excited by a 10-mg/cm2 carbon foil ~The final beam
energy was 70168 MeV following energy loss in the foils.!
The region of the beam downstream of the foil was view
by three Si(Li) x-ray detectors. A ‘‘shield’’ consisting of
thin molybdenum sheet with an 8-mm aperture for the be
was placed downstream of the target. This shield, toge
with molybdenum masks placed over each detector, p
vented detection of the intense flux of x rays coming direc
from the target. The foil and the shield were attached t
translation stage which could be accurately positioned r
tive to the detectors. Not shown in the diagram is an ins
able Faraday cup fitted with a 2-mm aperture which could
placed at the target position and was used for the initial be
tuning and to monitor the beam position during the run. D
ing tuning, the transmission through this aperture was ma
mized and typically 90% transmission was achieved. A fix
4-mm aperture located 10 cm upstream of the target se
to clean up any beam halo. The current on this aperture
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read and minimized during tuning and then checked perio
cally during the measurement. Before each run the posit
of all detectors, masks, and the target stage were determ
to better than 0.5 mm. Some of the relevant positions
given in Table I.

The preamplifier output from each detector was sen
three amplifiers:~1! an ‘‘energy’’ amplifier with a shaping
time of 6ms, ~2! a ‘‘slow’’ timing amplifier with a shaping
times of 2ms, and~3! a ‘‘fast’’ timing amplifier with a shap-
ing time of 0.25ms. The output of the energy amplifier
were routed to a peak sensing analog-to-digital conver
The outputs of the fast and slow timing amplifiers were s
to discriminator circuits to produce timing pulses. Coin

FIG. 3. Experimental setup with target foil at the ‘‘normal p
sition.’’ See also Table I. The center line of detectorC ~not shown!
was perpendicular to the beam and to the center lines of dete
A andB.
i-
ns
ed
re

o

r.
t

dences between these two pulses produced ‘‘fast-slow’’ t
ing signals which were used to gate the electronics, mea
the time differences between the detectors, and detect pil
The fast-slow timing was required in order to obtain timin
information for photons with energies less than 1 keV, wh
simultaneously minimizing electronic dead time. The pu
height corresponding to 1 keV was below the noise leve
the fast amplifier so the rate of fast timing pulses rose rap
as the discriminator was set to accept pulses correspon
to energies of less than 1 keV. For example, the rate
5–10 kHz with the discriminator set to accept 800-eV ph
tons. By contrast, the noise level in the slow-timing amplifi
was well below the pulse height corresponding to 800-
photons. In the fast-slow timing scheme, the time of arri
of a signal is determined by the fast-timing pulse but t
fast-slow coincidence condition eliminates the pulses gen
ated by electronic noise.

If two photons entered one of the detectors with
20ms, this was considered a ‘‘pileup’’ event. For suc
events, the energy measurement for the detector was su
since the two pulses were combined in the energy ampl
which had a long shaping time. The shaping time was se
optimize the energy resolution. In order to maintain the b
resolution while minimizing the pileup problem, we use
pileup detection circuitry to flag such events. These co
then be examined and then eliminated in the data analysi
the pulses were closer than about 2ms, the event was no
flagged as a pileup since the fast-slow timing only produc
one pulse. This minimum was essentially set by the ti
constant of the slow-timing amplifier.

In our experiment, a ‘‘coincidence’’ was defined as
event in which the fast-slow timing pulses for any two d
tectors arrived within 1ms of each other. For these even
all the measured parameters were written to tape and so
with an on-line data-analysis program. We also recorde
small fraction of ‘‘singles’’ events in which only one of th
detectors fired. The fraction of singles events recorded
adjusted individually for each detector by setting a parame
N on a divide box which generates one output pulse
everyN input pulses. We adjusted the divide boxes so t

rs
or
TABLE I. Detector geometry and other experimental parameters~first run!.

DetectorA DetectorB DetectorC

Detector dimensions~mm!:
Active diameter~Si crystal! 9.7 9.7 6.2
Sensitive depth~Si crystal! 5.33 5.15 5.27
Mask dimensiona 5 by 3.5 5 by 3.5 12.7 by 4
Crystal position:b

x 20.360.1 20.260.1
y 21.4360.2 221.3360.2
z 3.7560.1 4.4560.1

Mask positionc 13.1360.1 213.0360.1 21.18
Other parameters:

Target to shield distance 3.3860.1 mm
Beam energyd 79768 MeV

aThe shorter dimension is parallel to the beam direction.
bPosition of crystal font face relative to center of shield. The beam travels alongz, and they axis is normal
to the crystal faces for detectorsA andB. See Fig. 3. Thex axis is normal to the crystal face for detect
C.
cy coordinate for detectorA and detectorB, x coordinate for detectorC.
dThe beam energy was 70168 MeV in the second run.
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55 999SHAPE OF THE TWO-PHOTON-CONTINUUM EMISSION . . .
the rate of coincidences and singles were comparable.
A typical x-ray spectrum measured in the Si~Li ! detectors

is shown in Fig. 4. The line at about 13 keV comes fro
single-photon decays from then52 levels of He-like kryp-
ton which were mostly due toM1 decay of the 23S1 level.
The strong line at 2.2 keV is due to decays fromn53 to
n52 in He- and Li-like ions. Other transitions inton52 are
seen at higher energies. The two-photon continuum is m
cleanly seen in the region to the low-energy side of
M1 peak but there are other contributions to this region s
as tails of the single-photon lines, scattered x rays, and b
grounds from nuclear processes.

A multichannel time-to-digital converter was used
measure the time of arrival of the detector signals relative
a reference from the accelerator;12-MHz pulse structure
These data were used to determine time differences betw
the detector signals. The time resolution varied with the
ergy of the photons and was worse than that obtained in
earlier work on Br~Ref. @5#! and Ni ~Ref. @41#!. The reason
was the requirement to maximize the efficiency for detect
low-energy photons which required longer time constants
the fast timing amplifiers to pull small signals out of th
noise. Coincidence events in which the two photons sha
the transition energy equally had better time resolution t
asymmetric events which involved low-energy photons.

Understanding the efficiency of our photon-counting el
tronics as a function of energy was important in this expe
ment. A key issue was the ability of low amplitude pulses
trigger the discriminators. To measure this we simul
neously recorded signals from a variable electronic pu
and 6.4-keV x rays produced by a57Co radioactive source
We then determined the ratio of counts in the pulser pea
counts in the 6.4-keV peak as a function of pulser amplitu
A typical result for detectorA is shown in Fig. 5. This infor-
mation was used as one of the inputs to the Monte C
simulation program discussed in Sec. V. By means of
fast-slow timing technique, it was possible to set the thre
olds low enough to obtain unit electronic efficiency down
about 1.2 keV in all three Si~Li ! detectors.

FIG. 4. Typical spectra measured using detectorA with a beam
of Kr341 ions incident on a 10-mg/cm2 target for the foil at the
normal position~See Fig. 3!, and moved 17-mm upstream. In th
second run, singles rates in detectorsA andB were typically 4 kHz
at the normal foil position.
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IV. DETECTION EFFICIENCY

Characterization of the efficiency of the detectors as
function of energy was crucial in this experiment. Absolu
efficiency calibration of Si~Li ! x-ray detectors has been dis
cussed by Hansenet al. @75#, Alfassi and Nothman@76#, Co-
hen @77–79#, Campbell and McGhee@80#, and Shimaet al.
@81#. For our detectors the thicknesses of the silicon crys
were sufficient to completely absorb x rays in the ene
region of interest~0.8–14 keV!, so the efficiency was domi
nated by the absorption of x rays in various materials loca
between the source of emission and the active portion of
detector. A list of the absorbing layers for our detectors
given in Table II. Additional absorption could be caused
the buildup of ice@78# on the cooled surface of the detecto
Other processes which affect the detection efficiency incl
incomplete conversion of the x-ray energy and escape
silicon characteristic x rays. The probability for escape o
siliconK x ray increases with decreasing x-ray energy do
to the siliconK edge. Cohen@77# found the ratio of the
silicon escape peak to the photopeak increased from 0.1
at 8.6 keV to 0.8% at 3.7 keV. This is in rough agreeme
with the size of the escape peaks observable in our cali
tion spectra.

FIG. 5. Electronic efficiency measurements for detectorA. Ratio
of pulser counts to x-ray counts as a function of the ‘‘energy’’
the pulser peak. The solid line is a fit to a Woods-Saxon-type fu
tion used for interpolation.

TABLE II. Detector characteristics.

DetectorA DetectorB DetectorC

Absorbing layers (mm):
Be window 862 862 25.4
Au layer 0.02260.003 0.01860.003 0.02
Inactive Si layer 0.560.2 0.560.2 0.1
Ice 020

12 020
12 0

Energy resolutiona

s0
2 (keV2) 0.008 66 0.005 24 0.00473

sE
2 ~keV! 0.000 45 0.000 48 0.00041

s(E0) (keV) 0.121 0.107 0.100

aSee Eq.~8! for second run.
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We followed the method described by Campbell a
McGhee@80# to determine the efficiency of our detectors.
number of open radioactive sources were made and t
intensities were calibrated by counting gamma rays in a g
manium detector whose absolute efficiency was measure
established techniques. We then used the conversion fa
from Ref.@80# to convert theg-ray intensities to x-ray inten
sities for the calibration lines listed in Table III. In a series
measurements done immediately following our first run,
measured each of the sources and determined the abs
efficiencies of detectorsA andB at each calibration point
~The absolute efficiency of detectorC was not determined
This detector was used only for diagnostic purposes.!

Applying the Monte Carlo simulation~discussed in Sec
V! to the source measurements, and varying the absorbe
crystal thicknesses in the program, we arrived at a se
parameters that gave good agreement between the efficie
calibration data and simulation~see Fig. 6!. This procedure
allowed us to represent the efficiency in terms of a f
physical parameters describing the detectors, and also
lowed us to extrapolate the efficiency curves to regions
were not measured, such as below 3.1 keV.

Separate measurements were done to determine the t
nesses of the silicon dead layers and the gold layers. T
were important parameters for understanding the detecto
ficiencies at low energy, and the independent determina
allowed us to constrain these thicknesses in the final fit
the efficiency calibration data. For the silicon dead layer,
used a method suggested by the work of Shimaet al. @81#.
This involved studying the line shape produced when a m
noenergetic x ray was detected. The ratio between the co
in the low-energy tail and the counts in the peak were rela
to the thickness of the silicon dead layer and the kno

TABLE III. Sources used in the efficiency and energy calib
tions.

Source X ray Energy~keV! I ~x ray!/I g

109Cd L 3.1 2.9460.34
54Mn Ka 5.412 0.223460.0011

Kb 5.95 0.030560.000 34
57Co Ka 6.397 0.586360.016

Kb 7.06 0.080760.0024
65Zn Ka 8.041 0.679060.0044

Kb 8.91 0.094660.000 77
85Sr Ka 13.375 0.503560.0035
88Y Ka 14.142 0.542560.0035
57Co g ray 14.41 0.108660.0023
85Sr Kb 14.96 0.08960.00077
88Y Kb 15.84 0.098660.000 81
109Cd Ka 22.1 22.4760.58
113Sn Ka 24.14 1.22560.009
109Cd Kb

18
24.93 4.02260.107

Kb
28

25.46 0.70660.023
113Sn Kb

18
27.27 0.22060.005

Kb
28

27.86 0.041460.000 87
139Ce Ka 33.30 0.79260.011

Kb
18

37.8 0.15160.004
Kb

28
38.7 0.038860.0009
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absorption cross section in silicon for an x-ray of that ene
@82#. Monoenergetic lines of Cu and Cr were obtained us
an x-ray tube followed by a crystal monochromator. O
results for the silicon dead layer thicknesses are given
Table II together with the values of other parameters de
mined from the efficiency measurements. To measure
thickness of the gold contact layer, the calibration data
tained using the85Sr source were used. We measured
intensity of the goldL x-ray peaks appearing on the low
energy side of theK x-ray lines of Rb emitted by the source
The thickness of the gold was then determined from the r
of the intensities of the Au and Rb lines in the spectrum a
the known photoabsorption cross sections for Au. The res
of this analysis are also given in Table II.

V. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS

We developed a Monte Carlo simulation@83# of the Kr
shape-factor experiment which allowed us to make deta
comparisons between our measurements and theoretica
culations. Careful measurements were made of the geom
of the detectors~by x-ray photography! and target chambe
~through optical techniques! to provide data for the program
Other input data included the beam velocity, thicknesses
the absorbing layers, electronic efficiencies, ener
dependent widths of x-ray lines, detector calibration co
stants, and x-ray mass attenuation coefficients. Some of t
data are presented in Tables I and II. The detector efficie
determination was discussed in Sec. IV. For the energy c
brations we used the radioactive sources listed in Table
Data were taken with these sources before and after each
and the centroid of each peak was determined using a le
squares Gaussian-peak-fitting program. The calibration c
stants for each detector were then determined by a le
squares fit to the line energy vs centroid data. T
radioactive sources were also used to determine the en
dependence of the detector linewidths. These were fit to
relation:

-

FIG. 6. Detector efficiency vs photon energy for detectorA.
Data points are absolute efficiency measurements made using
radioactive sources whose intensities had been determined
g-ray measurements. The solid line is a fit to the thicknesses of
various absorption layers.
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s5As0
21EgsE

2, ~8!

wheres is the standard deviation for the Gaussian sha
andEg is the x-ray energy. The parameterss0

2 andsE
2 were

determined by fitting the source data to Eq.~8!.
The ion beam velocity was determined by a time-of-flig

energy measurement system located in a long drift sec
just after the accelerator. This system is described in R
@84#. In order to determine the exact locations of the silic
crystals and collimators, we made radiographic images of
internal structure of the detectors.

For each simulated event in the Monte Carlo program,
first photon is generated isotropically, while the second
distributed with an angular correlation of 11cos2u. The en-
ergy of the first photon is chosen from a given theoreti
two-photon decay distribution while the second photon
determined so as to conserve energy for the transition.
decay point in the target chamber is chosen assuming
exponential decay along the beam path with a specified
time and ion velocity. Decay points are also spread in
transverse direction with a Gaussian distribution. For e
photon generated, the program tests to see if it is blocked
the shield, and then checks each detector to see if the ph
could reach its silicon crystal and, if so, computes the pho
trajectory through the crystal volume. For every ‘‘hit’’ th
photon energy is Doppler corrected, and a determinatio
made as to whether it is lost in an absorbing layer or pas
through the crystal without being detected. The program a
tests whether a silicon x ray escapes from the crystal~and
appropriately adjusts the absorbed energy!, is lost due to the
inefficiency of the electronics, or is lost due to incomple
charge collection. If both photons pass all of these tests,
event is accepted and a pulse height is assigned to each
ton according to the resolution function for the correspo
ing detector. A similar procedure is applied to analy
single-photon events. In either case, the distributions ge
ated by the program can be compared directly with the
perimental data.

In order to check the operation of the program and fi
tune the input parameters in a manner independent of
two-photon decays, we simulated events from theM1 decay
of the 23S1 level in He-like Kr. This transition gives a line a
about 13 keV which is prominent in Fig. 4. It is broaden
because of the Doppler shifts along the relatively long de
path and thus provides a good test of the experimental
ometry. During each experimental run, we took some d
with the foil moved upstream by 17 mm. From previo
experiments@85#, we knew that most of the counts in the 1
keV line at this foil position were due to theM1 decays. We
then slightly adjusted the parameters describing the geom
of the interaction region to optimize the agreement betw
the M1 data~line shapes and relative count rates! and the
Monte Carlo results. These adjustments were of the orde
magnitude of the errors in the parameters listed in Table
In Fig. 7 a comparison between theM1 line shapes deter
mined by the experiment and by the simulation is presen
As can be seen, good agreement was obtained, and this
vided some assurance that the Monte Carlo program
working properly.
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VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measurement of the spectral shape of the two-pho
continuum was based on the data obtained from detect
A and B. DetectorC was used mainly in the tests of the
operation of the Monte Carlo simulation discussed in Sec.
It was clear from the x-ray spectra measured by the in
vidual detectors~see Fig. 4! that, in order to separate the
two-photon continuum from other background processes,
needed to use coincidence techniques. Figure 8 is a tim
difference spectrum for coincidences between detectorsA

FIG. 7. Monte Carlo simulations of the line shapes for theM1
decay of the 23S1 level in He-like Kr ~solid lines!. The data points
were taken with the foil located 17 mm upstream of the norm
position.

FIG. 8. Time-difference spectrum for coincidences between d
tectorsA andB. The prompt and random windows were used in th
analysis of coincidence events.
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and B. The peak labeled ‘‘prompt’’ corresponds to even
originating from the same beam pulse and these are c
posed of both true and accidental coincidences. The reg
labeled ‘‘random’’ are coincidences between photons or
nating from different beam pulses. The windows indicated
Fig. 8 were used to cut the data and separately analyze
prompt and random coincidences. The total width of the r
dom windows is equal to the width of the prompt window

Adding the energies measured with detectorsA andB we
obtain the ‘‘sum-energy’’ spectra shown in Fig. 9. The upp
spectrum indicates the prompt coincidences, and the lo
spectrum indicates the random coincidences. The even
the peak at a laboratory energy of 13.15 keV in the prom
spectrum are the two-photon decays. No peak appears a
position in the random spectrum, so we have a clear ide
fication of the two-photon events. The inset is a compari
between the sum-energy peak measured in the experim
~points with errors! and the corresponding peak obtain
from the Monte Carlo simulation~solid line!.

The intense peak just below 5 keV in the sum-ene
spectra in Fig. 9 arises from accidental coincidences betw
two Kr L x rays. The intensity of this peak is the same
both the prompt and random spectra. There is also a p
near 15 keV which corresponds to detection of anL x ray in
one detector and anM1 photon in the other detector. Th
feature is mostly due to accidental coincidences, but there
some true coincidences here since there are more coun
the prompt spectrum. Similarly, some true coincidences
cur in the continuum region, since there are more count
the prompt spectrum. These true coincidence events can
from cascade processes.

The correlation between the energies in detectorsA and
B for prompt- and random-coincidence events is given in
scatter plots of Fig. 10. The two-photon decays form a di

FIG. 9. Sum-energy spectra for prompt and random coin
dences with the foil at the normal position. Inset includes a Mo
Carlo simulation of the sum-energy peak from two-photon dec
The data~solid dots with errors in the inset! were cut on a wide
region of the two-photon continuum in detectorA.
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onal stripe in the prompt coincidences@Fig. 10~a!# corre-
sponding to a sum energy ofE05EA1EB513.026 keV. The
horizontal and vertical stripes which occur in both scat
plots are coincidences involving a single-photon line in o
detector, and continuum photons in the other detector. Th
are mostly random coincidences, but there are some true
incidences arising from events in which the single-pho
line is part of a cascade into the two-photon-emitting sta
We will refer to such events as ‘‘cascade-continuum coin
dences.’’

Figure 11~a! is a projection of the diagonal stripe in th
prompt-coincidence scatter plot@Fig. 10~a!# onto theEA axis.
The corresponding projection from the random plot is giv
in Fig. 11~b!. Figure 11~c! is the difference between thes
two histograms, and corresponds to the ‘‘true’’ coinciden
events. Figure 11~c! is a considerably cleaner spectrum of t
two-photon-continuum region than the raw spectrum m
sured by detectorA ~see Fig. 4!. However, these events ar
still not pure two-photon decays. Some of them are casca
continuum coincidences which are part of the horizontal a
vertical stripes in Fig. 10~a!. At the point where these stripe
intersect the diagonal stripe, the above analysis does not
tinguish the cascade-continuum events from the two-pho
continuum events, so both of these appear in the true c
cidences of Fig. 11~c!. Because of this problem, a mor
involved procedure was used to extract the two-phot
continuum spectrum.

The procedure was based on a scatter plot~Fig. 12! com-
paring the sum-energy (EA1EB) to EA . The two-photon-
decay events form a vertical stripe at a fixed sum energy.
divided these data up into horizontal slices, each correspo
ing to a 400-eV-wide window ofEA . The slices are sum
energy spectra cut onEA . Some of these are shown in Fig

i-
e
.

FIG. 10. Scatter plots~log scale! EA vsEB for ~a! prompt coin-
cidences, and~b! random coincidences.
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13. We analyzed these spectra with a least-squares p
fitting program incorporating Gaussian peak shapes an
quadratic background. The results for both runs are prese
in Fig. 14~a!, which gives the areas~data points and erro
bars! under the two-photon peaks as a function ofEA . Also
shown are the 1s errors in the areas as determined by t
fitting routine. The curves are from Monte Carlo simulatio
of each run based on Drake’s nonrelativistic@12,66# calcula-
tion for Z536. ~The slight structural variations near 11 and
keV are caused by the Si absorption edge.! It is seen that the
data are well represented by the theory.

Note that the Monte Carlo results for the two experime
tal runs are nearly identical, so that the errors in the exp
mental points could be reduced by combining the data for
two runs. However, we did not do this. The reason is that

FIG. 11. Spectrum in detectorA for events in the two-photon
region of the sum-energy spectrum for~a! prompt coincidences and
~b! random coincidences.~c! The difference between these givin
the ‘‘true’’ coincidences.

FIG. 12. Sum energy vsEA for coincidences between detecto
A andB. The arrows and letters in the right margin correspond
the spectra displayed in Figs. 13~a!–13~f!.
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backgrounds were considerably higher in the first run,
ions from the beam were hitting the shield~see Fig. 3!. For
the second run, we improved the beam diagnostics and
cusing, and increased the diameter of the shield from 6 t
mm. These measures greatly reduced the backgrounds, s
believe the data from the second run are more reliable. A
since the experiment was limited by uncertainties in the
tector efficiencies, rather than by the statistical accuracy,
decided to base our final results on data from the second
It is encouraging, however, that the results from the two ru
are consistent, and that we were able to extract the t

o

FIG. 13. Sum-energy spectra cut on a 400-eV-wide window
detectorA centered at~a! 1.6,~b! 2.8,~c! 4.8,~d! 9.2,~e! 10, and~f!
10.4 keV.

FIG. 14. Data points are counts determined from fitting the tw
photon peaks in the sum-energy spectra cut on~a! detectorA or ~b!
detectorB. Open circles are data from the first run. Solid circles a
data from the second run corresponding to 41 h of beam on ta
Curves are Monte Carlo simulations of the first run~dashed! and the
second run~solid!. The simulations were based on the calculatio
of Drake @12,66# for Z536.
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photon events from the high backgrounds encountered in
first run.

To see how the improved data analysis procedure el
nates the cascade-continuum coincidences, first note
these appear in both the horizontal and diagonal stripe
Fig. 12. When the horizontal stripes are projected onto
sum-energy axis, they give only a linear background un
the peaks, so they do not contribute to the peak areas d
mined by the fits. The diagonal stripes produce peaks in
sum-energy spectra which move to the right asEA increases
~see Fig. 13!. These ‘‘moving peaks’’ blend with the two
photon line in some spectra. In most cases, the peak-fit
procedure allowed us to extract the two-photon events fr
the blended peaks, but for some slices this was not poss
to do reliably, so there are some gaps in the data present
Fig. 14~a!. Note that all of these occur above the midpoint
the distribution. This could have been anticipated from
study of Fig. 12, since the diagonal stripes intersect the t
photon stripe only in the regionEA.E0/2.

In Fig. 14~b! we give the results of a similar analys
using sum-energy spectra cut on detectorB. The data in Figs.
14~a! and 14~b! are not independent since they are just d
ferent analyses of the same events. Note that just as fo
analysis based on cuts onEA , all of the gaps in Fig. 14~b!
~caused by unresolved blends! occur above the midpoint o
the distribution. This suggested another way to group
data which avoids the problem of blended lines. We co
bined the data from Figs. 14~a! and 14~b! for the second run,
adding the counts in each energy bin but keeping only
bins in the lower half of the distribution. The result is th
‘‘folded spectrum’’ displayed in Fig. 15~a!. All the events
are included in this figure, since, ifEA is greater thanE0/2,
EB must be less thanE0/2. Combining the data in this man
ner is justified since all of the theoretical distributions a
symmetric about the midpoint. The folded spectrum provid
the most stringent test of the theoretical calculations beca
combining the two halves of the distribution results in a
duction of the statistical errors. The solid line in the figu
gives the Monte Carlo results using Drake’s calculation
the shape for Kr (Z536), while the dashed line is the resu
for helium (Z52). Applying thex2 test to compare thes
curves with the experimental curve, we findxn

251.7 for the
Z536 simulation andxn

255.2 for theZ52 simulation. This
provides confirmation of the expected dependence of the
like two-photon-continuum shape onZ.

The statistical error in the simulation is negligible com
pared to the errors due to the uncertainties in the input
rameters. To determine the effect of these uncertainties
began with an ‘‘average curve’’ found by running the sim
lation with the most probable values of the various inp
parameters. We then generated a series of curves with
simulation, changing one parameter at a time by adding
subtracting its standard deviation. All of the curves we
binned in the same way, and renormalized to the aver
curve. In each bin the deviations from the average cu
were computed and the root-mean-square deviation de
mined the error for that bin. This produced the error band
the simulation shown in Fig. 15~b!, which also implicitly
incorporates the statistical errors in the simulation as w
The special case of a possible ice layer was treated di
ently because of the asymmetry in that error~see Table II!.
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The ice only contributes to the lower error limit and leads
an asymmetric band at low energies. In Fig. 15~b! we show
the average curve and the error band forZ536 together with
a curve from a simulation based on the calculation for
lium (Z52). Figure 15~b! indicates that the uncertainties i
the simulation are only slightly less than the difference b
tween the calculated shapes forZ536 and 2. Since the un
certainties in the data points of Fig. 15~a! are smaller than
this, it is clear that the experiment is limited by the unce
tainties in the input parameters to the simulation.

It would be difficult to reduce the uncertainties in th
input parameters significantly, particularly with respect
the determination of the detector efficiencies. Factors suc
the amount of ice buildup on the crystals can change p
odically, so that, even if improved methods for determini
the efficiencies were used, one could not be certain the c
acteristics of each detector would remain constant over
extended run. So a fundamental change in the experime
method may be needed for a more precise measuremen

One approach for an improved experiment would be
measure the shape of the two-photon continuum from b
H- and He-like ions simultaneously. By periodically switc
ing between these two species, changes in the experime
conditions could be averaged over. Assuming the H-l
shape is known, such a measurement would give the c
tinuum shape of the He-like two-photon decay, limited on
by the statistical uncertainty. We are currently pursuing
experiment to compare the two-photon-continuum emiss
from the 22S1/2 level in H-like Ni with that from the 21S0
level in He-like Ni.

FIG. 15. ~a! ‘‘Folded’’ continuum spectrum for the second run
These results were obtained by adding the data below the midp
of the distributions in Figs. 14~a! and 14~b!. The curves are the
Monte Carlo results forZ52 ~dashed!, and Z536 ~solid!. ~b!
Simulation of the shape of the two-photon continuum radiation
He-like Kr (Z536) for the first experimental run~solid line! and
one standard deviation error limits on this simulation~shading!. The
dashed curve is a simulation based on the two-photon-contin
shape for heliumZ52. The curves in both~a! and ~b! are normal-
ized at the peak of the distribution.
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For testing the relativistic corrections, it is important
also make measurements in higher-Z ions where the relativ-
istic corrections are larger. A measurement in a significan
heavier ion would also provide a confirmation of theZ de-
pendence of the spectral shape, and elucidate two-ph
decay in strong central fields. For these reasons an ex
ment is planned to measure the continuum radiation fr
He-like Pb at Gesellschaft fu¨r Schwerionenforschung~GSI!
in Darmstadt.

Finally, it is hoped that the present experiment and
plans for future work in this area will stimulate further the
retical work, particularly a calculation of the relativistic co
rections for heavy He-like ions.
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